Wikification of large corpora is beneficial for various NLP applications. Existing methods focus on quality performance rather than run-time, and are therefore non-feasible for large data. Here, we introduce RedW, a runtime oriented Wikification solution, based on Wikipedia redirects, that can Wikify massive corpora with competitive performance. We further propose an efficient method for estimating RedW confidence, opening the door for applying more demanding methods only on top of RedW lower-confidence results. Our experimental results support the validity of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The two key challenges faced by end-to-end (e2e) Wikification systems are Spotting, i.e. identifying the terms in a text 1 that should be Wikified, and Entity Linking (EL) to Wikipedia, identifying the relevant Wikipedia page among a set of candidate pages. The latter task is usually more runtime demanding, due to the need to consider the context of the mention when aiming to select the most relevant page.
Existing e2e Wikification methods (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012; Piccinno and Ferragina, 2014; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007) are focused on achieving maximal precision and/or recall, while run time is considered a secondary issue. However, many NLP tasks, such as argumentation mining (Levy et al., 2017) and question answering (Berant et al., 2013) can benefit from Wikifying large corpora, marking the need for light-weight solution.
Here, we present RedW 2 , a highly efficient e2e context-free wikification layer with competitive precision, that relies on the wisdom of the 1 A term can be one or more tokens 2 A demo is available at http://bit.ly/redwe2e crowd as reflected through "redirect" pages of Wikipedia 3 . Using this method, we were able to Wikify a corpus of nearly 10 billion sentences with satisfactory precision, providing highly valuable results for various downstream NLP applications. 4 RedW aims to wikify as many mentions as possible, not only named entities (Hoffart et al., 2011; Ratinov et al., 2011) or salient terms (Carmel et al., 2014; Milne and Witten, 2008) . We further present an efficient method for scoring RedW results, allowing a user to identify a subset of terms over which to apply heavier, more precision oriented methods. We demonstrate that the potential performance gain from using this method is substantial. This combined approach enables tuning to a desired point in the run-time -precision space.
Related work
A straightforward approach to context-free EL is selecting the most likely Wikipedia title of a given term, based on anchor dictionaries such as crosswikis (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) . This has been shown to be a strong baseline for EL (Chang et al., 2016; Ratinov et al., 2011; Fader et al., 2009) . Here, instead of relying on static dictionaries generated from crawling the web (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) or by aggregating anchor links in Wikipedia, we leverage the dynamic and powerful machinery of Wikipedia redirects. Redirects have been incorporated before in e2e Wikification systems as part of the Spotting step (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012; Piccinno and Ferragina, 2014; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007) . However, RedW uses redirects to further solve the EL task; hence, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first context-free e2e Wikification system, Existing e2e Wikification methods (Piccinno and Ferragina, 2014; Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012) use context dependent EL algorithms, and thus focus on performance rather than runtime. Moreover, the computational requirements of EL methods have increased dramatically with the flourishing of neural models, (He et al., 2013; Yamada et al., 2016; Ganea and Hofmann, 2017; Sun et al., 2015) which have established state-of-the-art performance results, while further increasing computational demands.
In contrast, (Nguyen et al., 2014) consider an efficient two-stage mapping algorithm. It first identifies a set of easy mentions with low ambiguity and links them to entities in a highly efficient manner. Next, it harnesses the high-confidence linkage of easy mentions to establish more reliable contexts to disambiguate the remaining mentions. However, this work focuses only on the NER problem, rather than on the full problem of spotting and linking. Another run-time oriented work is (Hogan et al., 2012) ; there, the authors focus on consolidating entity linking datasets by inter-linking the individual datasets (finding links between equivalent entities) rather than spotting and linking a corpus from scratch.
RedW: A Redirect-Based Wikification
The e2e Wikification task consists of (1) Spotting -detecting terms that are candidates to become mentions; (2) Entity Linking -discard (prune) candidate terms or link them to Wikipedia entities. RedW relies on the assumption that a term -up to some simple editorial transformations -often matches its Wikipedia title, or a corresponding Wikipedia redirect page. Thus, RedW harnesses the wisdom of the crowd as expressed in "redirect" pages, to find the terms to be Wikified, and link them to the appropriate Wikipedia article. A main advantage of using redirects over anchor dictionaries (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) is their dynamic nature. They are maintained and updated both automatically and by Wikipedia editors (Hill and Shaw, 2014) , hence are expected to contain less noise compared to automatically created dictionaries.
Spotting
We pre-process Wikipedia 5 and build spotMapa table of all Wikipedia titles, including the redi- 5 We use the dump enwiki-20180901 from Sep 2018 rect titles. Given a new text, we try to match its n-grams to spotMap, preferring longer matches. Thus, we start with n = 10, and gradually move to smaller n's. Per n-gram, we check whether it appears in spotMap, after capitalizing its first letter. Matched n-grams are kept as candidate mentions for the next step. Further, their tokens are marked to avoid including them in subsequent -shortercandidate n-grams. The final list of matched ngrams is analyzed by the EL step.
Entity Linking
Given a candidate term and its matched title/redirect, RedW aims to link it to the corresponding Wikipedia page, unless the resulting page is a disambiguation page 6 . Our hypothesis is that having two evidences -both a term and a matching title/redirect -increases the likelihood that this is a correct mention. Discarding terms corresponding to disambiguation pages reduces recall. We therefore propose RedW+, which when given a term and a matching disambiguation page, links the term to its most common page among all pages pointed from the disambiguation page. Clearly, the increase in recall comes at the expense of precision. As mitigation, we demonstrate how our suggested confidence score can be used to increase precision.
Identifying potential system errors
Our next step is to provide an efficient method to properly estimate the confidence of RedW results, such that RedW errors will be characterized by low-confidence scores, which will be further Wikified by heavier tools. To this end, we present a corresponding large-scale error-analysis of RedW results over Wikipedia. There are two types of error: i) linking a term to an incorrect page, while missing the correct page; ii) linking a term to a page while there is no Wikipedia page that corresponds to the meaning of the term in the sentence where it was spotted. We leverage Wikipedia internal links (WL) as ground truth against which we compare RedW results. Given an article in which RedW resolves term s to a Wikipedia page C, we assume that RedW is correct if the article contains a WL to C. The agreement between RedW and WL is defined on the article level since in Wikipedia there is at most one WL per concept in an article, usually but not necessarily in the first time it is referred to.
Moreover, this definition reduces noise originating from the noisy nature of WLs, which sometimes associate the concept to neighboring terms instead of to the concept term itself.
We treat articles where RedW detected a mention s as independent Bernoulli variables, which take a value 1 if RedW agrees with WL and 0 otherwise. Let N be the number of articles where RedW detects s as a mention, and let K be the number of articles among N where RedW agrees with WL. The empirical probability of agreement between RedW and WL is K/N . We denote this probability by SR (Success Rate). Notice that WLs provide only a partial coverage of the references to most concepts in Wikiepdia. An article can refer to a concept C but have no WL to C, while in other cases the absence of WL is justified, namely the term does not refer to any concept. Thus, a disagreement between RedW and WL does not necessarily mean that RedW is incorrect. Since SR measures the agreement between RedW and WL, it underestimates the true probability for a correct answer by RedW. Since all terms "suffer" from the partial coverage of WLs, ranking the terms by SR could have served our objective of sorting RedW results. However, different concepts have different levels of coverage by WLs, an effect that we would like to neutralize. Thus, we normalize SR by its highest value among all the terms that are mapped to the same concept by RedW. We call this normalized score SR norm . The assumption behind this normalization is that for most concepts, among all the terms which may refer to it, there is at least one term which does not have multiple senses. The SR of this term is expected to suffer only from the partial coverage problem of that concept, thus normalizing all other terms of the concept by this value should neutralize this effect. In Section 5 we show that SR norm significantly outperforms other scores in predicting RedW/RedW+ errors.
Experiments

Performance of RedW
We first evaluate the performance of RedW compared to other e2e Wikification methods. Note, that RedW aims to Wikify all terms in a text which can be linked to a Wikipedia page, independent of their type and role. Thus entity linking datasets which focus either on NE (Hoffart et al., 2011; Ratinov et al., 2011) or on salient terms (Milne and Witten, 2008) are sub-optimal for this evaluation. We chose two comprehensive Wikification datasets for evaluation: Wiki-test and Trans-test (a dataset of spoken data) from (Mass et al., 2018) , and two datasets, IITB (Kulkarni et al., 2009) and Aquiant (Milne and Witten, 2008) , that contain both named-entities and other entity types, but are not comprehensive as the former two. We compare RedW to two e2e widely used solutions: Tagme (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012) and WAT (Piccinno and Ferragina, 2014) 7 . Further, we employed GERBIL 8 through which we also compared experimental results against AIDA (Hoffart et al., 2011) , DBpedia Spotlight 9 (Mendes et al., 2011) , and Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) . Since IITB and Aquaint do not, in practice, include all mentions, we add IITB* and Aquaint* which are the result when using the method of evaluation described in (Nguyen and Trong Hai, 2017) , where an annotation is considered as false-positive if its term is matched or overlapped with a term of the benchmark, but the linked concept is different. Table 1 shows that (1) RedW achieves the best F1 on all datasets except Aquaint*; (2) RedW, TagMe and WAT, which support all types of entities achieve high recall on all datasets, while the systems focusing on named entities only, achieve very low recall; (3) RedW achieves the highest precision on all datasets while maintaining a relatively high recall; (4) RedW+ increases the recall at the cost of precision; This is expected as disambiguation pages are more noisy and the simple commonness is a relatively naive solution. We discuss in the next section what a heavier method could achieve on the hard mentions. Table 2 reports runtime of RedW and TagMe on short text snippets of size 100-600 characters, as well as on a large news corpus of size 600Gb. The experiments were done on a single Linux-based computer comprising 14 processors in each of 2 cores and a total memory of 60 Gb. RedW runtime is improved by more than an order of magnitude compared to TagMe.
Runtime performance
Confidence score
We compare SR norm (see Section 4) to several baselines: (1) rand -the trivial random score; (2) Next we examine the potential performance gain of using SR norm for selecting the subset of texts to be processed by heavy methods. To this end we assume an ideal method, able to correct all the disambiguation errors of the system and prune all terms mistakenly detected as mentions. Figure 2 shows the ratio of improvement in the precision of RedW+, when the subset is selected by SR norm , compared to selecting at random. The results demonstrate the potential effectiveness of the SR norm scoring method. The maximal gain exceeds 10% in all datasets. In the region of interest (small subsets), the improvement increases monotonically. 
Conclusions and future work
We present a new, run-time oriented tool for context-free Wikification based on Wikipedia redirects, which allows to Wikify large corpora. Despite its simplicity, its performance is superior to other, heavier e2e systems on several datasets. We further show how to properly estimate the confidence of the system predictions, and demonstrate the associated potential performance gain. The SR norm score can also be used to score entire documents (e.g., by averaging over all annotations in the document), highlighting documents over which combining RedW with heavy global EL algorithms would be most promising.
